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WHAT IS CARE HUB?

Two way communication with relative

Emergency contact, drop in options 

Receive alerts and notifications of activity





CARE HUB IN ACTION

Video link: https://vimeo.com/466431065

https://vimeo.com/466431065


HOW TO SET UP CARE HUB



INVITE OR REQUEST





QUICK FACTS ABOUT CARE HUB WITH ALEXA

1-1 relationship
The person that is 
cared for initiates 

relationship

Everybody needs 
their own account

High level summary 
of interactions

Cool features
you can set up contact 
sensors on a medicine 

cabinet to receive an event 
in the activity feed when 

the cabinet opens

Alerts,  Call for help, 
NO 911



If you have an Echo show- you can drop in and video chat, 
has to be disabled manually

Big brother concerns “see how they are doing not what 
they are doing”, person can delete all of their activity

You dont need two Alexa devices to use this, you can send 
yourself the original device and set up “choose gift 
option” to prevent syncing

Cant distinguish who is interacting with Alexa 

Too many alerts, must set up each timeframe



WHAT TO EXPECT FROM AMAZON
Echo buds with Alexa controls  

Echo loop- smart wearable  

Echo frames- prescription access to Alexa 

Sticky note printer 



What fits in your home

Google Home 

$89.00 Youtube $89.99 Built in camera

WHICH VOICE TECH?
Which voice technology to choose

Amazon Echo

Built in camera Prime video
More options, for pricier 

models



HOW TO GUIDE
Integrated ecosystem through HUB

Grab a smart speaker and start there 

Order inexpensive smart bulbs/lights on Amazon 

Try an indoor or outdoor camera

DIY and try out a few things



Thermostat
Lots of options, Nest is best (sometimes doesn’t work), 
Honeywell other less expensive options

Smart scale/health
Wearables that sync to your smart scale that sync to your 
phone 

Control your TV and other appliances
Setting routines is important and helpful

Smart plugs vs. lightbulbs
Start with what makes sense for you and your home, 
brands later in presentation, around $8 per plug, HUE 
more expensive

Convenience

Smart lights
Smart Plugs
Thermostat

Garage door opener
TV controls



Smart locks/pet cameras/indoor/outdoor cams
August Wi-Fi Smart Lock, Furbo- camera and sends out 
treats, Arlo- entire system for cameras/security

Nest protect

Sensors 

Doorbells: Nest/Ring/Arlo
Depending on price point you are interested in, Nest is at 
the top with quality and live feed 

Security
Doorbell

Pets
Smart locks/security

Smoke detector

Sensors that tell you when something is wrong, Nest has 
sensors that help you gauge temperature in each room, 
when someone is in the house, and texts you a picture



Apple Music/Amazon music
More availability of artists and selection

Smart home fragrance
PURA smart home diffuser

Appliances
Smart crock pot/grill? Blinds, water valve, Wyze sense 
window sensor, smart remote control- voice activated 
(Logitech Harmony Home Elite Remote)

Alexa or Google Home or BOTH!
NEEO Thinking Remote (visual vs. voice)

Fun and Voice
Smart speakers

Music
Games

Video/hands free calls



BUYING GUIDE
Some favorite devices
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